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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 10/31/2022

Description 2023 Keystone RV Outback 340BH, Keystone Outback travel trailer 340BH
highlights: Private Bunkhouse Pop-Up 50" HDTV Kitchen Island Barn Slider Door
Built-In Pet Kennel Pass-Through Storage Outside Kitchen When you enjoy
entertaining guests and relaxing both inside and outside at the campgrounds, this
trailer has you covered! There is a 20' awning along the exterior, a drop frame
pass-through storage to carry larger gear like camping chairs, outdoor tables,
fishing poles and such, plus an outside kitchen to make a few meals. The inside is
spacious with dual opposing slides in the main living and kitchen area, and the
private bunkhouse has a slide out with a sofa sleeper and bunk above. There is a
second bunk above an entertainment center that your guests will surely
appreciate. You will have a queen bed in the front bedroom, and the full bathroom
will keep everyone refreshed. The kitchen has full amenities, plus a kitchen island
with a skylight for more natural lighting, theater seats and booth dinette. With any
Outback travel trailer and toy hauler by Keystone, the Norco BAL frame is
lightweight and corrosion-resistant and the huck-bolt assembly provides an extra
measure of rugged durability. Also included is the BAL Norco 5.1 stabilizing
system, leaf spring suspension system, color-coded unified wiring, Tru-fit slide
construction, and the Elements climate control allowing you to extend your
camping season and combat humidity. The On Demand hot water, the fiberglass
backed linoleum floor with no carpet, the built-in pet kennel storage and the
SolarFlex 200 for continuous charge provide conveniences and comfort you will
appreciate.
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 285007
VIN Number: 4YDT0BS25PB451086
Condition: New
Length: 38
GVW: 10500
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 3

Item address , North Canton, Ohio, United States
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